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Pinball is a type of arcade game, in which points are scored by a player manipulating one or more steel balls
on a play field inside a glass-covered cabinet called a pinball table (or "pinball machine"). The primary
objective of the game is to score as many points as possible. Many modern pinball machines include a story
line where the player must complete certain objectives in a certain ...
Pinball - Wikipedia
Soho is an area of the City of Westminster, part of the West End of London. Originally a fashionable district
for the aristocracy, it has been one of the main entertainment districts in the capital since the 19th century..
The area was developed from farmland by Henry VIII in 1536, when it became a royal park. It became a
parish in its own right in the late 17th century, when buildings started ...
Soho - Wikipedia
The state wherein an announced creative project becomes stuck at the preparation stage for years. The term
originates in the film industry, referring to films mired in pre-production without casting or production ever
beginning.
Development Hell - TV Tropes
Fukuoka | Japan ... Fukuoka | Japan
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